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Studying Movies at the Museum: 
The Museum of Modern Art 





In 1935, the Museum of Modern Art, New York (MoMA) announced its intention to collect and exhibit not just modern paintings and sculptures but also films. Despite what may seem common sense today, responses to MoMA’s then-unusual endeavor varied. Some declared the Film Library, as it was then called, a welcome rejection of the conventionally low cultural status imbued upon the movies. The library was taken as an authoritative announcement that film had finally and rightfully achieved status as an art. Yet, many others simply scowled, grumbling that the New York elites who acted as figureheads for the museum had succumbed to their eccentricity and privilege. 
For the naysayers, the fact that MoMA intended eventually to circulate its films to other museums, schools, and universities provided an opportunity to reassert an idealized divide between popular movies and sacred art, main street amusement halls and venerated sites of cultural contemplation. In response to the Film Library’s plan, for instance, Emily Grenauer of the World-Telegram (New York) wrote simply, “the academic die-hards are cackling.”​[1]​ A concurrent article in the Telegraph (New York), commenting on the museum’s plans to distribute its films widely to “study groups” and to those interested in researching cinema, sneered: “Said research work, of course, taking the form of a critical examination of Miss Jean Harlow, Miss Marlene Dietrich’s legs, and other curious manifestations of motion picture life.”​[2]​ Several months later in the same newspaper a similar sense of whimsy continued to resonate. The paper invited readers to chuckle at the prospect of a PhD thesis on a popular western, Bill Hart’s Two Gun Hicks.​[3]​ Other writers used MoMA’s announcement as an opportunity to express more sober concern about the sorry state of higher education, lamenting the ease with which the “low art” had supplanted traditional curriculum.​[4]​ 
	Cinema’s threat to established academic subject matter was clearly being exaggerated for either comic effect or to bolster narratives of cultural decline, forwarded by those uneasy with the broader reworking of cultural hierarchies endemic to the period.  Yet, responses to the Film Library also tell us something about contemporaneous sensibilities specifically regarding film. Beyond easy acceptance of, or outright disbelief in MoMA’s plans, we can also observe the novelty of a whole variety of now-commonsense ideas about cinema. Prominent among them was that old or aging examples of this ephemeral amusement might be seen again and that they might also be considered — viewed like other museum objects with serious contemplation. By incorporating film, MoMA explicitly proposed that a cultural form largely understood in America as popular, commercial, and disposable was a form of valuable knowledge, distinct aesthetic expression, and an educational viewing activity. In response, a persistent bemusement — still familiar — over the prospect of studying movies, especially popular movies, also took firm hold.
	Mapping the ascendance of the lowly film to its even partial acceptance as a celebrated art is a complicated task, one that logically involves more than the proclamations of one American art museum and requires consideration of other converging and diverging dynamics: changing theories and practices of art, the work of key intellectuals, the publication of important books and essays, the formation of other institutions, the influence of notable filmmakers, the evolution of film style and technology, and the challenging assertion that reproducible everyday objects matter. One might also include the dialectical fact of opposition to these ideas, resistance to and rejection of film’s enduring or elevated value. Nonetheless, MoMA’s incursions into the film world are indeed important, partly because they either reflect or catalyzed – to varying degrees – each of these phenomena.
	In establishing the Film Library as a museum department, MoMA instrumentalized several basic ideals: first, that the otherwise amorphous phenomena called cinema should also be understood as a collection of individual films, as an assemblage of objects that endured through time; second, that these selected films should be seen, requiring a form of distribution and exhibition of films outside of commercial movie theaters; and third, that viewing such films should be augmented by informed research materials, placing film in pertinent sociological, historical, political and aesthetic dialogue. This last assertion had implications both for the manner of watching MoMA sought to instill in its audience, and for the production and circulation of film scholarship itself. Collectively, these three basic premises provided a lasting material and ideological infrastructure for the expansive mandate to save, exhibit, and most of all, to study films. It was also these formative ideas — embodied by the enticing image of a pile of film cans — which made cinema in its broadest sense, and films in their particular form, more material, and therefore empirically knowable. Through all of these activities, the library asserted more than that select films were worthy art. Object-oriented and pedagogically circumscribed, MoMA also ensured that the institution of cinema was now intertwined with the institution of art. 
	In the United States, this marriage of cinema and art institutions served as a catalyst for facilitating and legitimating a whole range of films (shaping a particular canon) and activities (sanctioning a particular mode of watching). Key among these activities is a foundational set of assumptions about film study. In brief, this chapter argues that film study owes a debt to the modern art museum. This debt pertains to MoMA’s complicated idea about film as a modern art, but also its institutional idea about film viewing as a museological act. Underpinning both of these is a conceptualization of cinema as an assemblage of enduring objects that could and should be seen, and therefore known. That is, much like the museum’s impetus to display art objects otherwise unavailable for public contemplation, MoMA employed the logics of the modern art museum in order to effect a new field for film’s visibility. As such, MoMA became an influential force not just in forwarding ideas about film viewing but also about film scholarship and film education, encompassing both specialized monographs and also more widely accessible written materials. At MoMA, then, film became not just a form of museum knowledge but also an educational instrument. As a result, the institution of cinema and the conditions in which films were studied changed paradigmatically. This chapter provides an overview of these shifts by first describing the larger museum home in which the library operated, and then detailing the early activities of the Film Library.
Clearly, the idea of studying hicks with two guns or lending academic immortality to a starlet’s legs was — and still is —  perceived as odd by many. Yet, after MoMA, studying cinema in the United States inside and outside of universities was tenaciously organized around a particular, persistent, and projected celluloid object. That object was in turn shaped by MoMA’s efforts to infuse film viewing with museological tendencies, which in the case of film meant grappling with film’s aesthetic specificity but also its relations to other arts, as well as to sociological and historical considerations. This new kind of film viewing was equally implicated in small and specialized public formations, themselves predicated on the idea of informed spectatorship, discussion, and — crucially — that museum movies could serve as a primary interface between self and world.

The New Museum
	The Museum of Modern Art opened on November 7, 1929. It was established by wealthy matrons of the arts with tastes for the paintings and sculptures emerging from modern European art movements. Born of the longstanding pull in American 20th century museums between democratic accessibility and high aesthetic concerns, MoMA was chartered as a national educational institution, collecting and exhibiting what its trustees and curators deemed the best of modern art.​[5]​  Yet, spearheaded by Alfred Barr, the museum was run by a new generation of art historians, who had equal passions for an expanded idea about the objects and forms germane to thinking about art, which grew to include industrial design, architecture, photography and film. In practice, then, MoMA early distinguished itself in several ways. It was the first American museum dedicated wholly to the modern. This entailed a broad definition for what objects counted as art; early exhibits predictably included paintings by Van Gogh, Matisse, and Seurat but also featured machine parts, movie props, and even mixing bowls. The museum was organized from the beginning to aggressively circulate its exhibits nationally to other museums, schools, ladies clubs and department stores. Closely related to this, MoMA thoroughly integrated media as both a means of publicity and as a method of display. Radio shows, monthly bulletins, daily press releases, art and poster design contests, children’s drawing contests as well as a constant flow of illustrated journal, magazine and newspaper articles bolstered the museum’s reputation. These aspects of MoMA’s operation catapulted the museum to international recognition and toward a daily presence in the American mediascape.​[6]​ This highly visible museum also functioned as a mass educator and as a prominent cultural authority. Persistently forging new and adaptable frontiers for its art and influence through an expansive media network, it simultaneously fashioned a place in which something was always happening. In short, MoMA set out to reinvent the art museum, working with and through a range of media to ensure that it served as a living rather than an irrelevant and decayed site where ancient gewgaws waited out their days. This aspect of MoMA’s institutional identity was also strongly aided by the museum’s active relationship to consumer culture.​[7]​
	The gradual entry of movies into the sacred art world then was linked to a double movement. Not only did MoMA incorporate everyday objects into their displays, they also began to actively circulate their more traditional art objects widely, usually in reproduced form. In this regard, MoMA was symptomatic of a change in the structure and operation of other American art museums, which during this period began to turn their sacral spaces inside out, sending objects everywhere, in the attempt to pull more people into museum orbit. Such a move served to ameliorate concerns about the museum’s looming irrelevance but also to further the mandate to educate as wide a public as possible. Within this broader transformation, then, film served several purposes at MoMA. On the one hand, it functioned as a convenient and mobile form by which educational films about art could be either shown at the museum or distributed for display at other pertinent venues. On the other hand, MoMA’s film program also incorporated a plainly popular form into its hallowed halls, exemplifying a will to offer exhibits that reflected changes in the art world and also changes in the museum’s ideal audience. The exhibition of films at MoMA, then, was part of a broader museum project: to maintain relevance, continue its educationalist goals, and expand its public by adapting to the sweeping changes in public leisure.​[8]​

Film and West 53rd
	From its inception, the Film Library saved and exhibited a wide range of films that had been lost to public view. To be sure, there was a relatively small network of nascent cinephiles, filmmakers, and critics for whom MoMA’s experiment was an obvious and necessary undertaking. Film archives formed concurrently across Europe. Film Societies were a prominent feature of urban life in cities such as Paris, Berlin, London and Moscow. Yet, at this point in American history, few comparable trends existed. Moreover, the life cycle of a typical film was extremely brief; the bulk of commercial features disappeared quickly from movie screens, never to appear again. Viewing art films and what we today call movie classics was still a highly unusual activity, confined to major urban centers and only a handful of specialized art house and repertory theaters.​[9]​
Early film screenings at MoMA confirm the peculiarity of the project. Visitors to the museum’s auditorium regularly demonstrated uncertainty about very basic things like, for example, how to behave when watching commercial movies in an art museum. Lacking established norms for watching museum movies, film viewers reportedly engaged in shouting matches, punctuated periodically by objects thrown in the auditorium (at other spectators or at the screen). Such behavior occurred frequently enough that the library’s first curator, Iris Barry, had a slide projector permanently installed in the museum’s auditorium, equipped with a slide that read: “If the disturbance in the auditorium does not cease, the showing of this film will be discontinued.” If after stopping the film and showing the slide the audience still did not compose itself, the house lights would come up and the show would be declared over. To further ensure decorum, Barry reserved herself a permanent seat in the auditorium, alongside a phone connecting her instantly to the projectionist. She became a common fixture in the theatre, regularly monitoring both image quality and audience comportment.​[10]​ Persuading spectators to watch films seriously – let alone quietly – at MoMA was neither simple nor obvious. They responded variously to old films and their conventions, neglecting standard museum decorum and importing habits from the popular movie house.
Of course, the behavior of MoMA’s early film audience also provides a useful index to rapid change. In its short 40-year life, film’s form and function had altered considerably. Yet, there remained a constant and crucial material fact of film culture. Despite the profound influence cinema exercised on conceptions of time, space, knowledge, industry, state policy, and leisure, most films could not be seen only a year after their initial release. Once a film’s initial theatrical run was exhausted, it was commonly recycled for its material-chemical components, or was simply dumped into the ocean. The shift to synchronized sound during the late 1920s further spurred the recycling industry which flourished in the wake of the uncountable silent films deemed more valuable for their silver content than for their stories, styles, or stars.​[11]​ The majority of films that remained were swept into ill-kept studio vaults or stock footage warehouses. The flammability and fragility of the nitrate stock on which they were printed only made their remaining years more perilous.
Despite what seems today the obvious utility of saving and seeing yesterday’s films, forty years after the first public projections in North America and Europe, the cries and complaints of critics, writers and fans yielded few results. In short, when the Film Library formed, no sustained American infrastructure had been successfully built to secure lasting and studied attention to films themselves as had been done for paintings, sculptures, books, music, plays and even photographs. MoMA’s early audiences were thus participant in a viewing practice that was not only unusual because it merged museum and movie theater, but because it married past with present, the ephemeral with the enduring.
Film had been a part of the museum plan from its founding. Yet, when the Film Library formed, Barr’s initial idea of a somewhat elite film salon housed within the museum, featuring primarily European films, had changed considerably. The Film Library was designed as a space in which films — popular, American and European, feature and short, old and new — might find a second, third and fourth life. Mirroring the educational and traveling programs of the larger museum, the Film Library immediately organized circulating exhibits, made almost daily press releases, placed articles in a range of little and mass publications, and scripted and performed radio shows. Library staff actively sold MoMA as a site for viewing films, but more specifically, they crafted the museum as a space for learning about cinema.

The Museum and the Film Scholar
Alongside their early collection of films, Film Library staff also gathered a wide range of other resources for film scholars. This included film stills, scripts, magazines, journals, pamphlets, books and the personal papers of filmmakers and stars. These then became the primary material from which a formidable amount of secondary scholarship and writing was generated. Some of this work was crafted by individuals directly employed by the museum, for example the short monographs by Iris Barry, DW Griffith: American Film Master (1940) and Alistair Cooke, Douglas Fairbanks: The Making of a Screen Character (1940).​[12]​ 
Equally important was Film Notes, a compilation of program notes written by library staff to accompany films shown at the museum and elsewhere. 
Widely distributed, these are still available in academic and public libraries across the United States and Canada.​[13]​ An equally influential body of additional literature was generated through special grants provided by the Rockefeller Foundation (RF). Prominent among this oeuvre is the work undertaken by Jay Leyda on Eisenstein and Soviet cinema and by Siegfried Kracauer on German cinema.​[14]​ Still other scholars, not remunerated for their work, benefited from the library’s resources, including Lewis Jacobs who wrote Rise of the American Film: A Critical History, first published in 1939.​[15]​ The Film Library was, at its very core, organized around the goal of providing the resources necessary to foster film study, which included two complementary ambitions: to generate a body of specialist knowledge and to spread that knowledge widely. The library’s status as a producer of knowledge was itself shaped by a museological and empirical ideal presupposing that objects must be seen to be known. Yet, their activities were not confined merely to sacralizing the film object or film art but to creating a whole environment in which film knowledge could be created and disseminated.
	In addition, then, to the steady stream of scholars who sporadically visited the museum to use its resources, numerous scholars/filmmakers were actively courted to either study Film Library collections or deliver lectures as part of its public programming.​[16]​ Library staff invited Robert Flaherty but also several key figures in the British documentary movement, including Alberto Cavalcanti, Basil Wright, and Benoit Levy. Though the impending war forced them to decline the museum’s invitation, one key filmmaker and scholar accepted. Paul Rotha — whose book The Film Till Now was foundational for the library’s collection practices — arrived in 1938.​[17]​  Rotha’s work at the Film Library was funded by a temporary RF grant which aimed to “develop documentary film in the United States,” with the goal of producing and distributing films “outside of the amusement field.”​[18]​ While there Rotha performed a range of activities. He delivered public lectures and worked to assist in developing MoMA’s film course, first taught at Columbia University in the fall of 1938, upon which more below. He also wrote a screenplay for an instructional film about how movies are made, which some at MoMA believed would gain commercial distribution, helping to fund the library’s programs.​[19]​  This idea was initially endorsed by Will Hays but lost support among the other members of the Film Library’s industry-based Advisory Board. 
	Key to many of these invitations and the smaller projects that developed from them was the consistent support of the RF, one of several prominent philanthropies funded by the Rockefeller fortune. The foundation provided the bulk of the Film Library’s operational funds during its first ten years, and further supplied a series of one-time grants for such special projects. How to explain the foundation’s interest in MoMA and film study? The Humanities Division of the foundation had been recently charged with helping to reorient university-based research away from “cloistered” activity and toward “the obvious sources of influence in public taste today.” The foundation was especially interested in research that explored contemporary media and their capacity to promote “a culture of the general mind.” With regards to film, the foundation was uninterested in furthering the regulatory and censorship practices that were so heavily publicized by the industry’s Hays Office and called for by the Catholic Legion of Decency. The efforts of the foundation should be similarly differentiated from the effects-research growing out of projects such as those popularized by select versions of the Payne Fund Studies. Foundation officers were far more concerned to change the manner in which people watched and understood movies, seeking to engender discrimination in film viewing. This, it was believed, would provide a defense against the deleterious influences of so-called mass media and a corrective to the damaging effects of what was loosely called “propaganda”: commercial, foreign, and domestic.​[20]​ A new and informed public also had the benefit of maintaining the structures of ownership endemic to the rising media industries—shining the apples without upsetting the cart.
	In short, MoMA’s film education work satisfied the foundation’s mandate. Efforts to engender a qualitatively different culture for film also paralleled other media projects supported by Rockefeller and similar philanthropies.​[21]​  Foundation officer John Marshall wrote: “If it succeeds, (MoMA) will organize a new audience for films much as the Carnegie Library organized a reading public which was previously non-existent. And, if such an audience exists for films that cannot now be shown theatrically, its existence should give substantial encouragement to the production of new films of educational and cultural value.”​[22]​ In short, foundation concern was to structurally alter the form and function of film away from what was understood as entertaining the masses and toward a progressive model of film as a nexus for specialized publics and civic intervention. This plan entailed changes to dominant forms of theatrical film exhibition, and eventually, to the kinds of films being made. Foundation officers continually expressed admiration for Grierson’s then London-based documentary work, which provided an influential model for them. For foundation officers, Grierson’s success was in creating a whole cinematic environment, built not just on a particular genre of film but on an infrastructure for viewing and discussion that existed largely beyond the commercial movie house. They maintained regular contact with Grierson during these years, hoping that his success could be achieved in the U.S.​[23]​
	The RF’s commitment to MoMA’s Film Library then was less shaped by an impulse to sanction film art but more to transform American leisure and reform media practice. This led them, as mentioned earlier, to fund film scholarship but also to support the library’s traveling film exhibitions. Jay Leyda is exemplary of the foundation’s dual influences on Film Library activities. Iris Barry and her husband John Abbott first met Leyda in 1936 on their initial European film hunt. Leyda was studying Soviet film, working under Sergei Eisenstein in Moscow. He returned to the United States with Barry and Abbott, continuing his research as an employee of MoMA. Despite the library’s small operating budget, Barry consistently found ways to keep Leyda on staff. This was accomplished largely through continued appeal to the foundation. For instance, through to 1937, Leyda was funded specifically on several foundation grants with varied goals, including researching and writing program notes to accompany the library’s traveling film programs, studying the organization of film materials in the US and Europe for loan and rental, and developing the library’s circulating programs.​[24]​ Yet, he also continued his groundbreaking work on Eisenstein and an English-language history of Soviet film, some of which was published shortly after he left MoMA in 1940. His expertise in Soviet cinema also facilitated the museum’s exhibition of pertinent films in the late 1930s, shaping the accompanying notes.​[25]​ Leyda further contributed to some of the small-scale but innovative efforts to advocate for film research and publishing initiated by the Film Library. This includes assembling a list of recommended film books entitled “Have you any books about the Movies?” published in the trade magazine Publishers Weekly in 1937.​[26]​
	Funding and facilitating these researchers in this nascent field of film scholarship provided an unprecedented opportunity for both scholar and institution to develop networks of credibility and a lasting record upon which future projects could be undertaken. It provides an early example of scholars actually getting paid to conduct humanistic inquiry into film — a basic shift easy to overlook because of the way that it would later be naturalized across humanities-based university programs. That both Leyda and Rotha went on to have influential and productive careers in film and film study further indicates the valuable role MoMA played in helping to plant seeds and catalyze a way of engaging cinema. Among other such contributions worthy of mention is the first index to film literature, which was funded by the New Deal Works Progress Administration and assembled from 1935 through to 1939 largely using MoMA’s resources. The Film Index was also actively publicized by library staff. Barry herself penned a description of the index for a flyer advocating its indispensability not just for the specialized researcher but also for the “layman.” She emphasized the diverse assortment of indexed sources, including trade journals, fan magazines and the catalogues of defunct production and distribution companies, short-lived magazines, and “extinct quarterlies.”​[27]​  This first volume of a planned three for the index was devoted to a surprising range of literature, organized under the rubric of film as art. It included roughly 8,600 books, periodicals and film reviews, 4,300 films, 2,100 authors and 160 major subject classifications. Its pages numbered 780. Indexed sources included articles in fan magazines, women’s weeklies and industry press. Specialist and politicized writing such as that found in Experimental Cinema and Close Up appeared alongside articles published in Saturday Evening Post and Billboard.  Sustained monographs by Hugo Munsterburg balanced the brief polemics of Harry Alan Potamkin.​[28]​ Such a resource is distinct in this early history of film study, providing a new if complex compass for research.
	Library staff also worked to develop other structured modes of scholarship and learning, sometimes in collaboration with established institutions. Mentioned briefly above, Barry and others organized and executed a comprehensive film course in 1938, and for several years subsequent, working in conjunction with the Department of Fine Arts, Columbia University. The class was entitled “The History, Technique and Aesthetic of the Motion Picture.” Course coverage was broad and reflects a field in gestation. Individual lectures dealt with film history, industry, censorship, stars, screenwriting, production practices and sociological concerns. The Film Library mimeographed its lectures, with plans to distribute them to other colleges interested in teaching film.​[29]​ In addition to this formal course, library staff lectured on film to clubs, societies and in the growing number of university film courses. They also spoke at cognate institutions such as the National Board of Review, the American Association of Museums, the American Library Association, and the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Such lectures were generally comprised of brief overviews of film history, and usually included an explanation about why the library’s programs were important. 
	Overall, MoMA’s Film Library served as a kind of American hub for the first generation of film scholars eager to fortify their interests and scholarship with adequate resources. This entailed individuals situated across a range of organizations and disciplines, including filmmakers, educators, newspaper critics, university-based scholars, European and American intellectuals, as well as Hollywood personalities. That MoMA continued to service the expanding film community in this way is evidenced by the fact that meetings hosted at MoMA in the 1950s led directly to the founding of the Society of Cinematologists (1959), now the largest Anglophone organization of college and university educators, filmmakers, historians and critics committed to advancing film and media scholarship, renamed the Society for Cinema and Media Studies (SCMS) in 2003.​[30]​

Library Screens
Rounding out Film Library efforts to produce and circulate film knowledge are the library’s film programs. These appeared nationally and, occasionally, internationally, expanding in number and diversifying in content throughout the library’s first 10-years. The first two major programs were entitled A Short Survey of the Film in America, 1895-1932 and Some Memorable American Films, 1896-1934. Each program situated American film history at its center, organizing its films into discrete sections, covering among other areas “The Development of Narrative,” “The German Influence,” “The Talkies,” “The Western,” “Comedies,” “Screen Personalities,” and “The Film and Contemporary History.” National cinema continued to be a prominent rubric for the programs that followed: Germany, France and Sweden each soon after garnered their own retrospectives. And, by 1940 a program of Soviet films was available, as well as a sizable collection of documentaries, many of which were British. Experimental films received a few special screenings and occasionally appeared in larger survey programs, available for individual rental in MoMA’s catalogues by the early 1940s. Yet, overall, there was a clear emphasis on fictional narrative cinema, and a gravitation toward a now-familiar idea that non-American or foreign films were represented by exceptional and aesthetically innovative films (not necessarily seen or beloved widely in their country of origin), and, in contrast, American cinema was represented by popular genre films (westerns, slapstick) and stars. There was also a clear sociological interest in American cinema manifest in the programming of gangster films, social problem films, and documentary films, as well as newsmagazines such as The March of Time.​[31]​ 
The accompanying study guides and film notes supplied a range of information about each film shown. Sometimes this information was brief and at others it was more detailed. A given film note might contain production information, comments on the film’s popularity and its related impact on fashion or social mores. Another might tend more to a film’s stylistic or formal innovation. Still another might focus on a film’s imbrication in a national film culture or perhaps its link to a particular director. Occasionally, the political controversy generated by a film would be indicated, though rarely discussed with any detail.
These notes were an integral element of every program rental. For instance, with its 16mm film programs, 200 copies of the notes were furnished along with the films automatically; 500 copies with the more expensive 35 mm programs. They were not optional but rather constitutive of the traveling film program, shaping the discursive context in which a particular film or group of films would be presented. ​[32]​ In addition, the films MoMA circulated were themselves altered to serve MoMA’s pedagogical impulse. Library staff condensed the printed film notes, converting them into filmed text-inserts or intertitles, which were attached to the beginning of library films. These acted as canned or automated lessons in film history and aesthetics, complementing and perhaps occasionally standing-in for the printed notes. 
Also included in MoMA’s film packages were other kinds of catalysts to study and discussion. Bolstering the claim that the library forwarded a sociological as much as high-aesthetic interest in its films, amidst the consolidated film notes assembled into one volume rests a document entitled “A Short Table for a Study of the Gangster Film, 1926-34.​[33]​ This document is a timeline detailing a chronology of key developments deemed useful for thinking about the much-maligned film genre. Extending far beyond Josef von Sternberg’s Underworld (1927), the list includes a range of films but also key events in the battle against organized crime. The premier of Broadway plays and the publication of key novels also colors the list, as does the stock market crash, the repeal of prohibition, and the formation of the Legion of Decency. This document confirms the Film Library’s interest in fostering attention to film’s complex significance as an aesthetic form entangled in dynamic social, legal and governmental phenomena.
While the library’s exhibition program grew steadily after its initiation, there remained numerous impediments to its full success. Coordinating and in some senses creating a distinct extra-theatrical circuit that included Hollywood films proved difficult. Collecting and circulating any kind of film carried significant costs which the library’s budget, always precarious, could not entirely cover. In order to survive, user fees of some sort had to be charged. At first, Film Library staff planned to work by annual subscription, charging a membership fee of $250.00 ($3,695 in 2006) per year for use of its traveling services. Realizing that this was utterly prohibitive, they began to charge per program: $25.00 ($369.50 in 2006) for a two-hour film program in either 35mm or 16mm gauge if booking the whole series; $40 ($591.20 in 2006) for the same program if a film were procured individually.​[34]​  Further, the agreement that the Film Library had struck with the industry governing exhibition of its films was necessary in order to secure Hollywood’s good will and legal sanction. But, it was also restrictive, and proved to have lasting and sizable impact. The agreement stipulated that all user groups must qualify as educational and non-profit. Crucially, they could charge no individual admission to their film screenings. With regards to the travelling film programs, by far the bulk of library screenings, this left the dispersed and often small groups to find some other mechanism of financial support.
The agreement with the industry also limited MoMA’s in-house exhibition possibilities. Like interested viewing groups across the country, the museum itself could not charge for movie admission. Therefore, anyone who wanted to see one of MoMA’s films had to live in the New York area, and attend as a museum member or pay museum admission. Or, alternatively, an interested viewer could join some other sponsoring, educational organization (a museum, gallery, library) or form an independent study group. These two latter options entailed paying the rental fees mentioned above and developing some funding structure alternative to pay-per-view admission.
Partly because of these weighty conditions, MoMA’s agreement with the industry served as a catalyst for further institutionalizing a particular ideal of cinematic engagement, providing a formative influence on the emergence of an American film society and film study movement. The founding of educational viewing groups, a requirement of becoming a MoMA library user, was actively encouraged in film library catalogues and brochures.​[35]​ This agreement then served to consecrate the sometimes arbitrary divide between watching to be entertained and watching to be educated. The film itself, according to the agreement, did not shape this particular legal category. Rather, it was the intentions and proclaimed raison d’être of the group seeking to watch a given film that determined the legal status of the object-exchange. Counter-intuitively, the distinction between these modes of film watching — entertaining and educational — actually better allowed individual films (including Hollywood films) to circulate and be seen at one remove from conventional commodity structures, creating a legal haven for a wholly different kind of moving image circulation, while discursively ghettoizing the select films as merely educational.
Defined during this period as educational, film societies began forming either under the aegis of established organs of higher education or more often than not with some degree of proximity to them. It was these film societies and universities, with their institutional resources, that became crucial to MoMA’s early and later success, actively renting films and simultaneously lending legitimacy. In turn, the Film Library programs and film notes fundamentally changed the material conditions in which film watching and both formal and informal film study evolved in the United States. MoMA supplied select films and study materials that were previously unavailable. Its film programs allowed the still-unusual idea that films could be watched studiously to shift from local, specific, and sometimes eclectic projects to a nationally organized, highly coordinated system that could be run with regularity and reliability. Film Library programs offered the advantage of expert curation, consistency, and authoritative sanction; they were based on a standardized set of films and also on pre-set methods for analysis around which curriculum could be established and maintained.
The number of university-based screenings of MoMA’s films is remarkable. Programs were held at Dartmouth, Stanford, Bryn Mawr, Mount Holyoke, Smith, William and Mary, Vassar College and The New School for Social Research.​[36]​ Films were hired by the Universities of Chicago, Pittsburgh, Washington, Minnesota, Missouri, California-Berkeley; New York, Princeton, Brown, Cornell, Colgate.  Wayne State and Indiana University also exhibited MoMA films.​[37]​ It should be noted that library films were used in a surprising range of university departments, including Visual Education, Drama, Public Speaking, Art and Archeology, Fine Arts, Economics, and Sociology.  Library programs were also frequently shown in language departments. Further, it is difficult and sometimes impossible to know what precisely these films were used for or how they were seen. The growth of the visual education movement played an important role in buttressing MoMA’s rentals and further blurring that line between education about film and education with film. Indisputable, however, is that film societies booking MoMA’s films proliferated at many of the above noted institutions, and were fed almost exclusively by MoMA’s programs. Film Library staff claimed success in directly catalyzing film societies in Buffalo, Los Angeles, Washington and at Bryn Mawr, Haverford, Harvard, and Dartmouth, among others.​[38]​ Other film societies formed concurrent to the initiation of MoMA’s film programs which were not necessarily linked to universities but met museum criteria, like, for example, the Southern California Film Society.​[39]​ 
Library staff also directly implicated themselves and their programs in the burgeoning discourses of film study and appreciation germinating at American universities; they actively advocated for the importance of studying movies. MoMA’s press releases, picked up by national newspaper syndicates, persistently reiterated the importance of studying, thinking and talking about the films it showed, naming developments at universities to bolster their claims. Iris Barry, for instance, gave lectures on film history in courses offered at three New York-area universities: The New School for Social Research, New York University, and Columbia University.​[40]​ Indeed, throughout the late 1920s and 1930s film study at American universities gained noteworthy visibility. Courses emerged at Columbia, Harvard, Stanford, Iowa, UCLA, NYU, New School for Social Research, Syracuse, and USC.​[41]​  MoMA film programs were a constitutive component of these courses. Yet, it is also necessary to note that many of these courses demonstrate a catholicity in their approach to what constituted the study of cinema, indicating a field still very much in gestation. Courses were taught in a range of departments, schools and faculties, employing a range of categories, methodologies and pedagogies. Even courses designed expressly as film classes varied dramatically.​[42]​  The study of film had not yet hardened within disciplinary boundaries, as there was no one disciplinary formation or preexisting institutional mould; it had not yet been plainly defined as the study of a fine art or a mass medium or a popular entertainment – despite MoMA’s role as an art institution in each of these efforts.
MoMA’s approach to film pedagogy, while more focused than the wide range of those extant, nevertheless maintained a certain dynamism and flexibility. While MoMA’s notes tended toward a kind of soft formalism (attention to style and especially to national stylistic tendencies), they also continued to call attention to a film’s popularity, its relationship to fashion, personalities, and star persona. During the 1940s, its film catalogue only became more complex, generating even more categories for film rentals and now-counter intuitive arrangements of particular films. For instance, during the 1944-45 season, the Film Library listed individual films and film programs clearly appealing to a diverse rather than a narrow constituency. Program titles include those that had been in circulation for several years: Three French Film Pioneers [Ferdinand Zecca, Emile Cohl, and Jean Durand], Georges Méliès: Magician and Film Pioneer, A Short History of Animation and so on. Its programs also included German Propaganda Films 1934-40 (which included the infamous abbreviated version of the Triumph of the Will), and a series entitled Experimental and Avant-Garde Films.​[43]​  But even more pertinent here is the fact that individual films were also being organized and packaged to service the much broader field of educational film. Titles were listed under headings such as Conservation and Economic Planning, Education, Public Health, Industry and Crafts, Travel and Anthropology, and History in the Making. Many of these subject headings were comprised of American but mostly British documentaries. Some Swedish, German and French titles also appeared. The Film Library also circulated early-on the Office of War Information Films (OWI), including Frank Capra’s Why We Fight series. OWI films had been previously only available to military personal.​[44]​ 
Furthering MoMA’s expansive implication in a range of film educational genres, a catalogue published 3 years earlier in 1942 was solely dedicated to the “Film of Fact.” Its categorizations were perhaps even more unusual to the contemporary eye. The catalogue included a wide-ranging collection of subject matter: The Arts, Religion, The Natural Sciences, Applied Sciences, Social Sciences. Individual films found their place in some unusual homes, organized by theme and content rather than by author, production interest, or country of production. For instance, Ralph Steiner’s abstract study of moving valves and gears, Mechanical Principles (1930), was listed under Physics, within the larger category of Applied Sciences. The Douglas Fairbanks film Around the World in Eighty Minutes (Victor Fleming, 1931) was listed under Social Sciences: Travel and Anthropology. Also listed within the Social Sciences category but within the subheading of Economics and Sociology: Housing and Community Planning was a supplementary group of Avant-Garde films, including Rien que les heures (Alberto Cavalcanti, 1926), Berlin: Symphony of a Great City (Walter Ruttman, 1927) and A Bronx Morning (Jay Leyda, 1932). The turn of the Avant-Garde toward documentary during the 1930s is well known. But, MoMA’s film categories further blur these experimental documentary forms. In other words, during its first 10-years MoMA itself had a rather elastic approach to its own working definition of “film art,” “film history,” and “film study” actively shaping their art-museological project to include a sizable program in film education and educational film. Library staff openly acknowledged the inter-related and overlapping areas of concern. Fiction films and what they termed “films of fact” were increasingly considered crucial to the library’s overall educational mandate, explicitly appealing to teachers and the visual education movement in their literature. The introduction to this 1942-catalogue acknowledges the remarkable growth of visual education, but also the pressing need to account for the history and development of the factual film in a “war world.” Library staff here expressly linked their scholarly role to the prominent role of cinema in the world political theater.​[45]​ This must in part be seen as a response to an inchoate field and an institution struggling to respond to a rapidly changing set of cultural practices linked to cinema.
	In addition to the museum’s self-conception as a visual educator, the interests of the RF continued to shape library programs. Foundation officers (especially John Marshall and David Stevens) consistently encouraged the library to improve its distribution and exhibition, determined to foment what they deemed a desirable link between new audiences and new film forms. In short, foundation officers remained unsatisfied with the comparatively small percentage of the film-going audience MoMA had attracted. Clearly one of the problems facing the library was material. Potential audiences and rental groups lacked some of the most basic requirements for participating in the study circuit. Many simply did not have access to a film projector. Additionally, those interested in renting or buying necessary equipment possessed widely varying kinds of spaces, with different seating arrangements, and unreliable power supplies.​[46]​ Voltages, frequencies, and amperages varied. Early on, the Film Library anticipated that such variables would present a problem. In order to manage these complexities, Iris Barry suggested that the library might circulate its own projector and screen with the programs, creating a self-contained theatre impervious to constantly changing technologies and high costs.​[47]​ Yet, this plan did not come to fruition. Well into the early 1940s, technical problems combined with a general shortage of funds continued to hinder groups interested in library programs. 
	The vast majority of Film Library programs circulated in 16mm format. Yet, despite the growth of the 16mm gauge nationally and internationally, saturation of the format was by no means complete. Further, the cost of 16mm projectors was still relatively high during this period, taxing small groups and institutions with meager and even modest audio-visual budgets. For instance, in 1935, AMPRO sold a silent 16mm projector for $135.00 (the equivalent of $1,995.30 in 2006). Victor sold its 16mm sound projector for as much as $395.00 ($5,838.10 in 2006). As discussed above, the cost of renting MoMA’s programs was exorbitant for many groups. In response, the Film Library generated several different pricing plans for its films, gradually lowering prices throughout the decade. Yet, according to internal documents, the cost of its programs remained prohibitive.​[48]​  
In sum, getting films seen was the then-improbable centerpiece of the Film Library’s plan to survive as a viable cultural institution. Its challenges were many, including the basic and wide availability of an affordable display system. Nonetheless, with Rockefeller influence, the Film Library persistently worked to create a new film audience buttressed by a steady network of films. While this network was irretrievably shaped by an impulse to reform or even redeem filmgoing with ideals of erudition and productive leisure, it can by no means be limited to this. The robust seeds of its project can also be witnessed in the healthy state of moving image study today, but also in the expansive micro-cinemas and personal archives that constitute contemporary film culture. In the web-based labyrinth of the Internet Movie Database, the endless rental catalogues of Netflix, the hand-held archive of the iPod, and the specialized collections of film scholarship widely available in university libraries all to a degree owe a debt to MoMA’s efforts.
The development of film circuits outside of commercial movie theaters grew during World War II and afterwards exploded.​[49]​ 16mm projectors were a prominent part of the domestic propaganda machine which effectively used the gauge to create a national network of government sanctioned films in schools, libraries and other locations. The war years provided the technological infrastructure that ensured the thorough and penetrating transformation of movies into an integral element of everyday and institutional life. The proliferation of these projectors also created the conditions in which a national network of films and screening spaces grew to constitute innumerable specialized audiences, operating in public, para-public, and private contexts using film as their dominant as well as incidental pretext. Developments in film culture during wartime both vindicated and bolstered projects such as MoMA’s begun years earlier. Soon after the war, the circuits that grew to foster civilian and military education transformed into the basis for the rapid growth of MoMA’s lending library, American Film Societies, and the increasingly formal networks of film study in American Universities.
	As for the Film Library, its history helps us to understand a particularly important period in film history wherein lasting changes to ideas and practices pertaining to cinema took hold. The Film Library sought to blend, balance, and further inflect films with the institutional edicts of preceding cultural institutions. It sought to coordinate resources, circulate select films, and advocate for an informed disposition towards interpretation. In doing so, the library disrupted some of the more staid and conventional aspects of traditional cultural institutions. It did so by invoking the relatively novel and modern assertion that in addition to paintings and sculpture the material of everyday life — buildings, photographs, advertising, machine parts —  constituted valuable sources of aesthetic, historical, and intellectual contemplation. By situating film within this institutional claim, it contributed directly and indirectly to a national, highly-mediated, and modern dialogue on the means by which the elite, middlebrow, populist and industrial logics of film’s value might convene at the sites of art and its institutions.
	The Film Library is also crucial then for understanding changes to our most basic ideas about, and practices of, film study. In part, this had to do with authoritatively declaring cinema an art. More important than this, with the founding of the Film Library, considerable steps had been taken to alter the ephemeral condition of film’s cultural and material life. Film was gradually understood to be more object-like, stored on shelves, shown because of the interest of smaller and smaller groups. Yet, these objects also traveled in different circuits and were shown under widely varying circumstances under the aegis of an authoritative art institution. The boundaries of the film object became more clearly defined and found a more stable life, stored on shelves but also shown as “old” films, “art” films, “historical” films and “educational” films. The functions of these newly labeled film-objects were simultaneously being relocated, their purposes redrawn, and their significance both centralized and dispersed.
Under the rubric of an art museum, poised against commercial culture, MoMA’s Film Library fed a burgeoning interest in specialized and repeat film viewing. It also became an elaborate exercise in extra-theatrical distribution and exhibition. Relying largely on the emergent network of 16mm projectors, 35mm films were selected, reduced in size, and arranged into programs. Packaged and circulated to national and international educational organizations, or shown at the museum itself, they were accompanied by production information, notes, and lectures. MoMA not only reimagined but participated in building a national —if occasionally nationalist — film economy, one that etched away at the strong control over film exhibition held by Hollywood, and asserted that watching moving images in small, specialized audiences could and should be an integral facet of public life and civic participation. In short, perhaps most significant of the Film Library’s interventions was its attempt to extract individual films — American and not — from the commercial, corporate, and official regulatory restraints that limited their movement, their means of expression, and their influence, providing the privileges as well as the prescriptives of art institutions more generally.​[50]​
The case of MoMA provides a counter-part to one of the key debates that has shaped film studies over the past 10-years, that cinema is best understood as a modern, ephemeral and mobile medium, symptomatic of modernity’s obsessions with shock, hyper-stimulus, spectacle, and constant change. At MoMA, the modern also meant collecting and storing the symptoms of modernity, making them visible and empirically knowable. In short, the project to transform cinema from its status as a passing and commercial entertainment to an edifying and educational activity grew out of the impulse to arrest the seemingly endless circulation of ephemeral images, securing them in time and space, moving them away from the fairground and the bustling city street. This was neither an ideologically benign nor simple impulse. It was tied both to class-inflected projects to reform cinemagoers deemed ignorant or dangerous as well as to alternative models for cinema that sought to integrate moviewatching with organized modes of cultural engagement that might be critical not just of industry but also of middlebrow and religious moralizing. This included protection from the rising forces seeking to regulate film content according to spiritual and other ostensibly moral dictates, as well as from the raucous frisson of popular movie houses.
Reworking the most basic material infrastructures in which films circulated and were seen was not achieved only by MoMA’s efforts but by an emergent network of individuals and organizations which had long fought to adapt cinema to uses other than those fostered by Hollywood. Yet, MoMA became one of most authoritative and centralized forces seeking to broker this transformation. Its history is an under-considered element in the history of this shift, a shift that amounts to a fundamental transformation of the conditions in which movies were seen, thought about, engaged, and debated, becoming integral to understanding modern life in universities and just about everywhere else.
	As for film studies,  MoMA marks one of the paradigmatic sites that constituted the conditions of possibility for an object-oriented discipline — a model derived as much from literary fascination with the book as with art history’s approach to the objet d’art. As this celluloid object disintegrates across the field of moving image studies and emergent technologies, it is important for us to look back at the forces that consolidated cinema as celluloid, and constituted film as an object-in-a-can, projected in a quiet dark room. We must also think hard about what these early institutions were responding to, and at the same time enabling. The film object was never only a precious and discrete thing but always part of the complex circuits of modernity. The struggle to make cinema an object of study is clearly not just the struggle to reduce a complex set of institutions into a simple material object. Nor is it about newer manifestations of similarly reductive objects such as the DVD or the movie theater. The more general project to study the moving image, of which studying film and the cinema is clearly a foundational element, is about assessing a range of pedagogical practices and intellectual apparati. What can we know from seeing and hearing mediated forms? What are the relations among seeing, hearing and the rest of the world? The relations of film study to other kinds of study? In other words, the Film Library’s history offers an opportunity to recognize some of the compelling forces that made film study possible. It indicates a museological approach to the cinema, conceived as a series of celluloid objects and dispersed publics. This museological approach provides an enduring thread in a field still largely oriented around the study of cinema as a series of discrete film objects. Yet, looking at MoMA should also provide a moment in which to reevaluate the very methods by which we continue to assess the status of film as a disciplinary object. This object has long been far more malleable than we tend to acknowledge, stretched, spread thin, broken apart, then reassembled and rearticulated across a surprising range of institutional sites, technological networks and intellectual projects.
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